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Preface

Social media are an essential component of the XXI century information society, however, and in spite
of their wide adoption they still present many barriers for specific types of users. Information shared
in applications such as Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram, just to name a few, is far too complicated
to be understood by people with special needs such as people with intellectual and/or developmental
disabilities, like Fragile X-syndrome, Down syndrome, Specific Language Impairment, dementia, but
also for people with limited communication skills due to illness or accident. It can also be problematic
for people such as immigrants who want to be integrated in the digital society of their host country
but do not master the language of their new home. Speakers of under-resourced languages wanting to
communicate in their own language are likely to face problems as well.
Several technologies can make a difference in making information more accessible for different types

of users. For example, a complicated text can be converted into a simpler version by the application
of lexical or syntactic simplification or extra linguistic information such as definitions can be used to
clarify the content. In the case of people who are functionally illiterate, augmentative and alternative
non-verbal input methods can be automatically converted to natural language and provide a means to
take part in social interaction. Hard to understand user generated texts, which usually contain abbrevi-
ation and social media jargon, can be normalized to make them more accessible.
The objective of the second Workshop on Improving Social Inclusion using Natural Language Pro-

cessing is to bring together researchers and practitioners in the areas of social inclusion and natural
language processing to understand problems faced by different social groups with text accessibility in
social media, describe current development in language resources and methods for this problem, and
discuss future research directions. Of particular interest if how techniques and resources developed for
one language and domain could be ported to a different language.

We thank all the authors for their contributions and also the LREC 2018 Conference for hosting our
workshop.

Ineke Schuurman
Leen Sevens

Victoria Yaneva
John O’Flaherty
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  Abstract 
This article presents best practices for the design of a user-centric approach in accessibility research projects, taking two European 
projects as an example: ImAc (Immersive Accessibility) and EasyTV (Easing the access of Europeans with disabilities to converging 
media and content). Both H2020 projects aim to investigate access services such as audio description, audio subtitling, 
subtitling/captioning or sign language interpreting in media content. The paper explains the many and varied documentation required 
to comply with existing ethical issues in Europe. Designing alternative means of obtaining information will be explained, since 
interaction with participants had to cater for the needs of diverse users. The second part of the article presents an overview of user 
profiling in previous accessibility projects in the field of media accessibility, and shows good practices based on the two ongoing 
projects. Finally, the article presents an example of how users have been defined and how they have been involved in the initial stages 
of both ImAc and EasyTV, by summarizing the methodology developed for a series of focus groups with end users. The article 
concludes with some recommendations when involving users in accessibility research. 

Keywords: media accessibility, user-centric methodologies, user profiling 

1. Introduction 
ImAc (Immersive Accessibility) and EasyTV (Easing the 
access of Europeans with disabilities to converging media 
and content) are two European projects funded by the 
European Commission in the ICT19 2016 call. These 
projects, which started in October 2017, research access 
services in media content, both in traditional and social 
media. Both projects aim to improve social inclusion by 
offering accessible media content through four access 
services: audio description, audio subtitling, sign language 
interpreting, and subtitling/captioning.  
Working within the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) paradigm 
means to consult end users, following the “nothing about 
us without us” approach. Therefore, taking into account 
the access services researched, users involved in the tests 
and applications of both projects are mainly people with 
visual and hearing impairments.  
In order to enhance the user experience, both projects take 
a user-centric approach when defining system 
requirements and when testing the technologies and 
services to be implemented (Harte et al., 2017). Adopting 
a user-centric approach requires that all procedures, from 
user selection to results dissemination, comply with 
ethical requirements. Ethical considerations in human 
research have been a major concern since the critical 
articles written by Pappworth (1967) on medical research. 
They are nowadays regulated by official guidelines that 
take into account not only the participant well-being 
(Human Subjects Protection, HSP), but also the 
communities where both participants and researchers 
belong to (Community-Engaged Research (CEnR) (Ross 
et al., 2010; Singleton et al., 2015). 
Regarding ImAc and EasyTV, the research group 
TransMedia Catalonia (grupsderecerca.uab.cat/ 
transmedia/) at Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 
(UAB) is in charge of developing the methodology for 
user testing, due to the previous experience gained testing 
diverse users in European projects such as DTV4ALL 
(Romero-Fresco, 2015) or HBB4ALL (Orero et al., 2015). 
This paper aims to describe the first stages taken in both 

projects, the challenges found, and how they have been 
overcome. More specifically, the paper describes how 
ethical issues have been fulfilled and how alternative 
means of obtaining informed consent have been 
developed to comply with current European legislation. It 
also describes how user profiling has been carried out in 
previous projects and the approach taken in ImAc and 
EasyTV. Finally, an example of how users have been 
defined and involved during the initial stages of the 
projects is presented. In sum, this paper aims to describe 
what could be termed best practices for profiling end users 
in international accessibility-related projects.  

1.1 The ImAc Project 
ImAc (www.imac-project.eu) is a 30-month project 
funded by the European Commission aiming to research 
how access services can be integrated in immersive 
media, more specifically in 360º content. The aim is to 
move from current technology to hyper-personalised 
environments where end users can customise their 
experiences to meet their needs.  
ImAc challenges existing subtitling guidelines (BBC, 
2017; Díaz-Cintas and Remael, 2007) drafted for non-
immersive media content, i.e. standard movies or TV 
content. ImAc also poses a new challenge to audio 
description since sound is immersive, and many audio 
description solutions can be delivered by object-based 
sound. Sign language interpreting also defies current 
practices and guidelines, because it becomes an 
immersive picture in immersive content. 
To work with such complex human and technical 
challenges, the project consortium is multidisciplinary. 
The partners include, on the one hand, technical experts, 
concerned with the development of platforms, players, 
user interfaces, and access services production tools, 
namely subtitle production tools, audio production tools, 
and a sign language editor. On the other hand, academic 
partners with a background in humanities and social 
sciences are involved with user experience establishing 
use cases and user requirements, as well as running pilots 
to test project results with real end users: persons with 
disabilities.  
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1.2 The EasyTV Project 
EasyTV is a 30-month project funded by the European 
Commission aiming to offer easier access to converging 
media content to persons with disabilities. The project will 
work on different accessibility-related aspects. First of all, 
it will work on improving access services by focusing on 
two aspects: image adaptation, by presenting 
contrast/edge enhancement or modification, and improved 
content description, by developing narratives which can 
be adapted to different playing paces and by providing a 
cleaner audio. Secondly, the project will work towards 
improved personalisation of content experiencing and 
interaction. It will include the development of an “auto-
personalisation-from-profile”. User profiles together with 
context information (application, device, content) will 
allow for assistive technologies and automatic user 
interface personalisations and adaptations. EasyTV will 
demonstrate the ability of cloud-based hyper-
personalisation to automatically turn on and configure 
accessibility features built into different TV operating 
systems, applications and embedded devices. A third area 
in which EasyTV will focus is the development of novel 
technologies to break the sign language barrier. Work will 
be carried out on translation in different sign languages, 
through a multilingual ontology that will map signs to 
ontology concepts and realistic sign language avatar 
animations. Additionally, crowdsourcing technology is 
going to be developed in combination to the sign language 
avatar animations. This will allow non-professional users 
to contribute with their own translations of audiovisual 
content to several sign languages and share the resulting 
avatar animations. These new technologies could 
significantly increase current sign language offer in the 
media. Finally, a last outcome of the project will be the 
improvement and development of voice and gesture/gaze 
recognition to control the TV set and TV applications. 

2. Ethical Procedures  
Ethics is an integral part of research and projects need to 
comply with existing regulations and codes of conduct. 
This is especially relevant when so-called vulnerable 
populations such as persons with disabilities are involved. 
According to the European textbook on ethics research, 
vulnerability is a very complex concept but when “the 
voluntariness of the subject’s consent is compromised, 
this may similarly prevent them from choosing to give or 
withhold consent in a way that would protect their 
interests” (European Commission, 2010: 53). The same 
document goes on to acknowledge that the “physical (or 
psychological) condition of some subjects leaves them 
especially liable to harm, for example as a result of frailty 
through age, disability, or illness” (ibid). To cater for the 
needs of vulnerable populations, generally due to a 
disability or to age, both ImAc and EasyTV have followed 
some specific procedures that can be regarded as best 
practices when doing research on accessibility with end 
users: first of all, special care has been taken to write 
down the information and consent sheets in an easy-to-
understand and non-technical way. Participation in both 
project tests has been and will be voluntary. End users are 
explicitly informed they can refuse to participate or 
withdraw their participation at any time without any 
consequences. Steps are taken to ensure that participants 
are not subjected to any form of coercion. Participants are 

also informed they can request additional information 
about the project results in case they are interested. 
Although the departing point is a written document, 
alternative means of communicating information and 
obtaining consent are always planned. For instance, when 
participants are blind or visually impaired or have 
difficulties reading, an electronic form is offered or an 
alternative oral version is provided and recorded. When 
deaf participants whose mother tongue is sign language 
take part in experiments, alternative signed informed 
consent forms are also provided. Finally, due to the 
international nature of both projects, the needs of 
participants in terms of languages is also catered for, 
providing translations when needed. The final aim is to 
protect the participants’ rights and to make sure that all 
subjects are aware of the implications of their 
participation in the research. It must also be highlighted 
that avoiding any harm that might occur and ensuring the 
participant health and safety is and will be a priority 
throughout testing. Partners have been asked to identify 
any potential risks their technological developments might 
have for different user profiles. If any risk is identified, 
such as motion sickness in 360º videos, participants are 
warned about them through the information sheets and the 
consent forms. Appropriate measures are always taken to 
guarantee the participant safety and well-being, and 
participants thought to be unstable or under the influence 
of drugs or alcohol are not admitted to the experiments. 
Last but not least, a crucial element for both the ImAc and 
EasyTV projects is that ethical forms are approved by 
UAB’s Ethical Committee. 

3. User Profiling 
User profiling is often carried out through questionnaires 
which gather demographic information. However, 
deciding on the specific questions and phrasing is not 
always as easy as it may seem. Before developing 
demographic questionnaires for ImAc and EasyTV, a 
systematic analysis of existing questionnaires from the 
field of audiovisual translation (AVT) and media 
accessibility in which access services are tested with 
persons with disabilities was carried out. Special attention 
was paid to the following 14 user reception studies 
dealing with audio description which can be considered 
representative of recent research in the field: Fernández-
Torné and Matamala, 2015; Szarkowska, 2011; 
Szarkowska and Jankowska, 2012; Walczak, 2010; 
Romero-Fresco and Fryer, 2013; Fresno et al., 2014; Fryer 
and Freeman, 2012; Fryer and Freeman, 2014; 
Szarkowska and Wasylczyk, 2014; Udo and Fels, 2009; 
Walczak and Fryer 2017; Walczak and Fryer 2018; 
Walczak and Rubaj, 2014; Chmiel and Mazur, 2012; and 
three experimental PhD dissertations: Fryer, 2013; 
Cabeza-Cáceres, 2013; and Walczak, 2017. Information 
from the projects DTV4ALL, HBB4ALL, ADLAB, 
OpenArt, and AD-Verba was also gathered for the 
analysis. A summary of results is presented in the 
following subsections.  

3.1 Sex/Gender and Age 
When asking about sex/gender, in the literature under 
analysis there is always a choice between male/female but 
the option of not answering the question or selecting 
another option is not generally included. More recent 
approaches to this question come from medical and health 
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research, where sex and gender might be of crucial 
importance on interpreting the experimental results. 
Therefore, some guidelines have been developed giving 
directions on how to consider gender issues at all research 
stages (Day et al., 2017). In ImAc and EasyTV 
participants will be able to select between 
“female/male/other/I prefer not to reply” to account for 
the various options users may want to choose (Zukerman, 
1973). The reason to extend to four the traditional duality 
male/female is twofold. First, gender is not the object of 
study in both projects and is not expected any relevance in 
the participation beyond aiming for parity. Secondly, we 
are moving from an attributed surface-level approach 
towards a self-reporting or deep-level attitudinal style 
(Harrison et al., 1998). Since we are dealing with persons 
with disabilities and vulnerable groups, self-reporting is 
more engaging for participants since they will be able to 
reflect their diversity. This diversity or context may have 
some relevance towards attitudinal differences, which is 
important, since defining end user expectations is one of 
the objectives of the questionnaires.  
In relation to age, in the investigations under analysis, it is 
generally asked by offering some intervals, although in 
some cases it can also be an open question in which a 
figure has to be entered. In ImAc and EasyTV we have 
decided to leave it as an open question, as it gives more 
flexibility for data analysis.  

3.2 Educational Level, Occupation, and Language 
Concerning the educational level, it is not always asked in 
the literature under analysis. When asked, the question is 
presented in various forms: items can be very detailed 
(Fernández-Torné and Matamala, 2015), a choice of three 
options (Szarkowska, 2011) or something in between 
(ADLAB project). In the current projects it has been 
agreed to ask about the level of finished studies, 
differentiating between “no studies/primary 
education/secondary education/ further 
education/university”.  
As for the occupation of the participants, it is not 
generally asked except for one study in which this was 
considered to be relevant. Therefore, in ImAc and 
EasyTV it has been decided not to ask about this.  
Regarding the language participants generally use, most 
of the questionnaires do not refer to it. The exception are 
the questionnaires in DTV4ALL and the Pear Tree 
project. In ImAc and EasyTV, it has been considered 
relevant to gather information about the participants main 
language as this may have an impact in the reception of 
media content and the opinion of users on system 
requirements. One of the reasons for this is the fact that, 
for some participants, sign language (SL) is their natural 
way of communication. This has a direct implication in 
both projects. Being visual languages, SL has a special 
consideration in broadcast since it is considered as a video 
object or a picture. Specific provisions will be taken for 
the picture in picture (PIP) challenges arisen from offering 
SL services in both projects. 
It must be noted that, when doing research involving deaf 
users, data about their native language should not be taken 
only as a mere demographic fact, but also as information 
about the participant particular needs. The reception of 
subtitles by deaf users might be different depending on 
whether the participant has prelocutive hearing 
impairment and their mother tongue is a sign language 

(McIlroy and Storbeck, 2011; Serrat-Manén, 2013). 
Additionally, it should be noted that just asking users 
about this topic will not necessarily involve that the 
researcher will receive the correct answer. Sign language 
users generally consider themselves bilingual, knowing 
both their SL and the oral language of their community. 
However, this is not always the case, as it was 
demonstrated in a study where some users—who 
considered themselves to be bilingual—made some 
mistakes that entailed a difference in skill between the SL 
and the oral language when writing answers to open-
ended questions (Romero-Fresco, 2015). Due to this 
finding, in Miquel Iriarte (2017) the user level of written 
comprehension in Spanish was determined by a 
standardised reading proficiency test. Thus, the question 
on language is not straightforward when profiling users 
with disabilities and needs to be taken into consideration 
as it goes beyond demographic issues.  

3.3 Disabilities 
The studies under analysis show different approaches to 
profiling users with disabilities. How to formulate 
questions is very often related to the model of disability 
adopted (Berghs et al., 2016). The medical model tends to 
define “disability in terms of a biological pathology 
located in an individual body, which requires medical 
technology, medicine or rehabilitation to make a person 
well” (ibid: xix)”. Yet, this model has been criticised on 
different grounds by activists and academics since 
focusing on intellectual and bodily functions this approach 
fails to acknowledge environmental conditioners (Marks, 
1997). This approach has been shown to be beneficial to 
improve medical diagnosis and treatment, but it has a 
series of weaknesses such as the unbalanced situation 
between doctor/patient leading to uneven results. Doctors 
are the experts, whereas patients are passive and not 
collaborators. Doctors “fix” what is “wrong” aiming at 
“normality” (Edler, 2009). 
The medical model of disability is often referred to as ‘the 
old paradigm’ and stands in contrast to the social model of 
disability. The latter, which has at least nine different 
versions (Mitra, 2006), believes the medical explanation is 
insufficient to understand the relation between people and 
their environment avoiding human diversity (Edler, 2009). 
The social model of disability “makes a distinction 
between disability as the experience of oppression and 
disadvantage and impairment as a physical, sensory, 
cognitive or mental health condition” (Berghs et al., 2016: 
xix). If someone refers to himself or herself as a disabled 
person, s/he is referring to his or her identification with 
the experience of disablement. From critical disability 
approaches, as Berghs et al. (2016) explain, terms such as 
‘differently able’ are used, and disability is viewed along 
a continuum of human diversity. According to this 
approach, disability is not the result of having a physical 
impairment, but the failure of society to consider 
individual differences (Bøttcher and Dammeyer, 2016). In 
other words, disability is not an attribute of the individual 
but a creation of the social environment requiring social 
change (Mitra, 2006). 
The social model of disability was developed against the 
medical model of disability; however, within Disability 
Studies, the social model of disability was also under 
scrutiny (Degener, 2016). The UN CRPD was initially 
drafted as a human rights document aiming to substitute 
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the medical model of disability for the social model of 
disability. Yet, according to Degener (2016), who in 2001 
was a legal expert to the UN High Commissioner for 
Human Rights as co-author of the background study to the 
United Nations CRPD in 2001, the final outcome was a 
treaty based on the human rights model of disability. 
Human rights approaches, as explained by Bergh et al. 
(2016: xix), use “person-first definitions, such as ‘persons 
with disabilities’, establishing legal, political, cultural, 
social and economic rights, consistent with the normative 
values associated with the society within which a disabled 
person lives.” 
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability 
and Health (ICF), approved by the UN World Health 
Organization in 2001, embodies what is now called the 
biopsychosocial model. This is a combination of the 
medical and social approaches to disability (Lundälv et 
al., 2015). This was a response to the over-medicalisation 
of the International Classification of Impairments, 
Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH) and the tendency of 
the social model to detach disablement from its 
biomedical origins (Imrie, 2004). It is widely used 
nowadays but falls short to reproduce the social and 
personal context.  
When designing the methodology for these two projects, 
we took inspiration from Amartya Sen capabilities or 
capability approach (Mitra, 2006), which can be applied 
to disability too. Under Sen’s approach, disability can be 
understood as a deprivation in terms of what he calls 
capabilities (understood as “practical opportunities”) or 
functionings (understood as “actual achievements”) 
resulting from the interaction of an individual (a) personal 
characteristics (age, impairment, etc.) and (b) available 
goods (assets, income) and (c) environment (social, 
economic, political, cultural) (Mitra, 2006). Disability 
means lacking certain capabilities/functionings due to the 
interaction of the above-mentioned factors. Disability 
depends on whether the impairment places restrictions on 
the individual functionings or capabilities. It is worth to 
retrieve the example Mitra (2016) mentions in her article: 
a 19-year-old boy who suffers a brain injury is considered 
disabled if his practical opportunity to attend university is 
restricted (potential disability), in contrast to an individual 
with a similar basket of goods, in the same environment, 
and with similar personal characteristics except for the 
impairment. In case the 19-year-old cannot finally attend 
college, we would be facing actual disability but in case 
he finally goes to university, then he would not be 
considered as disabled. Thus, having a health impairment 
does not make a person disabled.  
When designing the questionnaires for the projects, 
special emphasis was and will be put in formulating 
questions that allow us to find out where the deprivation 
of capabilities or functionings comes from, instead of 
taking for granted that the problem is the health issue. For 
example, reading subtitles is not related to being deaf or 
not, but to the user reading skills, which is closely linked 
to education. For this reason, and away from a medical or 
social classification for humans, we try to get a broader 
overview of user capabilities/functionings through other 
questions. Concerning their disability, we ask them one 
single question: how they “define” themselves. The 
choice of the verb “define” was made on purpose, to 
respect the user self-perception. An additional question 
about the age when disability started has also been added. 

This is due to the fact that disabilities acquired since birth 
or at early stages in life affect in a direct way the 
cognitive development and communication of an 
individual. There are differences, for example, in the 
education, language acquisition process and cognitive 
evolution between people with prelocutive hearing 
impairment and people who lost hearing at a later age 
(D’Albis and Collard, 2013; Orfanidou et al., 2015).  
3.4 Technological Abilities 
Questions about technology and audio description 
exposure of participants were asked in most of the 
questionnaires under analysis. The aim of such questions 
was to verify whether the participants were familiar with a 
given technology and service, how well they knew it, and 
how regularly they used it. Information about participant 
habits regarding consumption of audiovisual content was 
also a regular feature of the questionnaires, by means of 
closed questions or multiple-choice questions.  
In the ImAc and EasyTV projects, it was decided to ask 
what technological devices participants use on a daily 
basis, giving the possibility of selecting more than one 
(the options being television/PC/laptop/mobile 
phone/tablet). In the ImAc project, they were also asked 
whether they have any device to access virtual reality 
content. It was also considered relevant for the current 
projects to ask about their preferred device for watching 
online video content. All these elements help us construct 
a more thorough profile of the users and their 
capabilities/functionings, to use Mitra’s terminology. 

4. Involving Users: Focus Groups in ImAc 
and EasyTV  

In ImAc the implementation of access services in 
immersive media will be tested, whereas EasyTV will 
focus on testing user interaction on improved and 
customisable media access services. What is especially 
challenging in both projects is that access services will not 
be developed after the technology is fully implemented 
but will be discussed during and after the development, 
prior to implementation. At the beginning of the projects, 
input from a reduced number of users has been sought 
through focus groups, whilst pilots will aim to carry out 
experiments with bigger samples at a later stage. 
The first step in the focus group preparation was to 
identify the various stages in the workflow. Four main 
stages were identified: content management, content 
production, content delivery, and presentation. The second 
step was to identify the users who would be interacting 
with access services at those different stages, and two 
main categories were identified: on the one hand, 
professional users (those who will be producing the access 
services) and, on the other, home users (those who will be 
consuming accessible media content). The third step was 
to identify user scenarios linked to various technological 
components in the different stages. The last step was to 
derive a list of specific questions related to the 
technological components to be developed. These 
questions were used as a guide during focus group 
development. 
A common methodology was developed for the focus 
groups of both projects. Regarding ImAc, focus groups 
dealt with audio description and audio subtitling in the 
UK and Catalonia and on subtitling and sign language in 
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Germany and Catalonia. In EasyTV, focus groups dealt 
with technologies related to avatars, crowdsourcing, audio 
narratives, image magnification, speech recognition, 
gesture-gaze and sign language translation, distributed 
among their developers from Italy, Greece and Spain. 
It was agreed that focus groups would include between 6 
and 12 participants in ImAc and EasyTV, where both 
professional and home users with technical expertise 
would be involved. A balance in terms of age and gender 
was sought.  
A specific feature of all focus groups was the final 
agreement in the form of a series of conclusions approved 
by all participants. These conclusions referred to end users 
wishes, expectations, needs, and recommendations in 
relation to the creation or consumption of access services. 
The logistics for being able to deliver such written 
conclusions on the spot included, in the case of ImAc, a 
team composed by: a facilitator to manage the focus 
group, one note-taker to take general notes, and a second 
note-taker to structure the results of the focus group in the 
form of conclusions. This was possible through sharing 
and editing live a common e-document. Similarly, the 
focus groups from EasyTV included two facilitators: one 
who dealt with group members and kept the discussion on 
track, and a second taking notes and drafting the final 
jointly approved conclusions. 
Focus groups proved a useful tool to identify user needs 
and had an impact when developing user requirements. 
During focus groups users came up with innovative 
solutions and put forward challenges that academic and 
technological partners had not considered. The aim of this 
paper is not to present the results of such focus group but 
to highlight the usefulness and the lessons learnt when 
involving persons with disabilities. 

5. Conclusions 
This paper has presented the user-centric methodology 
adopted at the initial stages of two on-going European 
projects. Special emphasis has been put on the key issues 
to be taken into account when involving end users from 
the so-called vulnerable populations in accessibility- 
related research. 
First of all, investigations on users with disabilities should 
not be developed without end users’ involvement. In this 
regard, recruitment through user associations proves to be 
useful to guarantee a wider reach. 
Secondly, ethical requirements should be fulfilled taken 
into account the needs of diverse participants in terms of 
communication. An informed consent cannot be 
considered valid if the end user cannot fully access and 
understand it. 
Thirdly, when asking about disability, researchers should 
be aware of the different approaches to the concept of 
disability, and the consequences of their choices when 
phrasing the questions about disability. Moreover, they 
should be aware that sometimes factors beyond the 
specific disability may have a higher impact on the 
capabilities of the users. It is recommended to pilot the 
questionnaires with end users representative and agree on 
the phrasing of specific questions with them, as it was 
done in the projects presented in this paper. 
Regarding focus groups, it was very useful to have one 
facilitator, one note-taker and another note-taker that 
summarised the conclusions of the focus groups. These 

conclusions were approved by participants at the end of 
the session, and if requested, they were also shared with 
them via email. This was valued by focus group 
participants, who had an immediate feedback on their 
contribution.  
The room arrangement in a U-shaped form also proved to 
be a good practice in the case of deaf and hard-of-hearing 
participants, because it allowed to clearly see other 
persons speaking (and therefore read their lips) or see the 
sign language interpreter. 
Although our research is limited in scope because it only 
deals with persons with visual or hearing impairments and 
because it is still at an initial stage, we hope it can 
contribute to define best practices in profiling end users in 
user-centric research projects with persons with 
disabilities, a field in which more extensive research is 
needed. 
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Abstract 

  
Digital inclusion is recognized as a significant issue in the UK and is affecting all aspects of the society, including access to jobs and 
education, community structure and services. Recent research by the BBC has found that 21% of Britain’s population lack basic digital 
skills and as a result are not able to take advantage of the digital technology and benefit from the internet. Among this population 
group, the elderly users are over-represented. Worrying statistics indicate that out of the 5.9 million adults, living in the UK who have 
never used the Internet, 85% are over 65 years old. In this paper we study the challenges that are faced by the older generation in the 
digital world. We survey a group of elderly users and identify issues that prevent them from engaging with digital technology. We 
discuss the role of NLP for improving perception of usability and ensuring optimal experience and propose measures which would 
address bridging the divide. 
 
 
Keywords: digital inclusion, digital divide, NLP 

 
1. Introduction  

 
This paper aims to identify the main factors that are 
causing limited adoption of digital services for elderly 
users, and to consider the role of NLP in defining the 
digital divide in modern society. We consider the case of 
use of online banking by people aged 65 and over in the 
UK. 
 
There are many factors that cause usability issues of 
technology for the elderly, including ease of access, 
compatibility with reduced range of motor skills, limited 
technical skills, resistance to willingness to change, and 
reliance on and overly-emphasizing of prior knowledge 
(Czaja, 2006, Czaja, 2007, Kleinberger, 2007). A way to 
improve customer engagement and retention is to 
anticipate client concerns and improve communication by 
effectively addressing these concerns (Carroll, 1997). 
Banks and other financial institutions can use NLP to 
discover and parse customer sentiment, for example, by 
monitoring social media and analysing conversations 
about their services and policies. A significant proportion 
of senior citizens are, however, excluded in this 
recommendation as they are underrepresented in users of 
social media and online platforms (Morrell, 2002). 
 
In this paper we discuss fear as a factor and the potential 
role of NLP for transforming the fear into engagement and 
inclusion. 
 
The elderly represent significant proportion of the UK 
population. Their number of people in the UK is estimated 
to be 65.4 million in 2018. People, aged 65 and over 
amount to 11.8 million (Office of National Statistics, UK, 
2018). A dominant trend is that population is continuing 
to age; life expectancy has improved considerably in the 
past 25 years and so has health care resulting in a 
significant number of elderly and ageing users of 
technology. Current trends indicate that the population is 
said to increase by 5.76 million by 2035 with the 
percentage of people over 65, rising to 24% of the total 

population over the same period. In the absence of enough 
data relevant to the use of social media by the elderly, 
NLP provides an alternative channel for assessing their 
needs. We discuss the emergence of chatbots as a 
communication tool for this population group and 
recommend design features that would promote 
engagement. 
 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we 
define the concept of digital divide and the respective 
categories of users of technology, affected by the divide. 
Factors, affecting elderly users of technology are 
discussed in Section 3. Steps for overcoming the divide 
are given in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the role of 
NLP. 
 

2. Digital divide 
 

Digital divide is defined as the gap between individuals, 

households, businesses and geographic areas at different 

socio-economic levels with regard both to their 

opportunities to access information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) and use of the internet for a wide 

variety of activities (Ragnedda and Muschert, 2013). 

Investigation into digital divide in Europe by Brandtzæg, 

et. al (Brandtzæg, Heim, and Karahasanović, 2011) ) 

studied habits, attitudes and social status of users from the 

most technologically advanced European countries, 

including Norway, Sweden, Austria, UK, and Spain. 

Different categories of users, based on frequency of use of 

technology: non users, sporadic users, instrumental users, 

entertainment users, and advanced users were identified. 

A significant percentage of the population of the advanced 

European countries (approximately 60%) are identified by 

surveys or self-identify to be either non-users or sporadic 

users. This indicates that advantages of using digital 

technologies are not accessible by a significant percentage 

of the population (Karahasanović, et al., 2009). These 

advantages include, for example, access to free and high 
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quality education, offered exclusively online, which 

would encourage acquisition of new skills and allow for 

development of hobbies, consequently fighting cognitive 

decline and providing a platform for innovation, access to 

digital services, essential to daily lives, such as digital 

payments to local authorities, online shopping, and 

information lookup services. 

 

The characteristics of the technology determine whether 

or not it will be adopted by targeted user groups. The 

following user groups were identified in (Yousafzai & 

Yani-de-Soriano, 2012). 

 

Laggards are defined as users who use the internet for 

private causes and do not use any of the e-government 

services. Globally, people living in France, Germany, 

Ireland, and the UK are classified as laggards, according 

to this research. 

 

Confused and adverse. These users fit best the user group 

that we study. They show high variability of habits and 

have low usage of internet. The highest numbers of 

confused and adverse users have been identified in Austria 

and UK. 

 

Advanced users. They show a frequent and continuous use 

of the Internet and use the Internet for e-commerce and for 

administrative tasks. Advanced users are proportionally 

represented best in UK, Holland and Nordic countries. 

 

The followers. The followers tend to use the internet 

frequently but not on a daily basis. They also use e-

government services, but do not engage in e-commerce 

activities as frequently, when compare with the advanced 

users. EU countries with comparatively high percentage of 

the population, identified as , are Denmark and Holland. 

 

Non-users. 44% or the largest group in the research were 

identified or self-identified as non-users of the internet 

and related technologies. Predominantly, this included 

high percentage of population form the Southern part of 

Europe, geographically represented in Spain, Greece, 

Portugal, and Italy. 

 

3. Influential Factors  
 

There are many factors that case the digital divide, that are 

pervasive across the user groups, including 

 

Economic factors: 

 

Income and personal wealth are factors influencing the 

digital divide (Vicente and Lopez, 2011). Personal income 

is positively correlated to persistent digital technology 

infiltration rates, independent of age. 

 

Research by Helsper and Reisdorf, (2016) compared the 

use of digital technologies for the uptake of digital 

services (including online banking) in Great Britain and 

Sweden. Low income and unemployment were identified 

as significant socio-economic characteristics in UK. In 

Sweden, a third factor, namely, family status was also 

identified: being single is a barrier to the uptake of digital 

technologies. This factor, even though of less significance 

in the UK is particularly relevant for older people. The 

increasing number of elderly people, living alone, places 

them at risk of being excluded from access wide range of 

digital technologies and services and their respective 

benefits. As non-users, they do not see the benefits in 

using digital services. As people get older and retire, their 

earning power commonly diminishes and this causes 

additional issue. They perceive the computer or portable 

electronic devices, such as laptops, notepads or notebooks 

as expensive items which they cannot neither afford, not 

have the knowledge how to use or maintain. 

 

Demographic factors: Age and gender 

 

Keeping up with advancements of digital technologies is 

an ongoing and persistent issue for elderly people who are 

not IT savvy. Financial services have continuously 

become prevailing. With significant number of local 

banks closing down, due to cost cutting incentives, online 

banking becomes often the only option for the daily needs 

of an ageing population. 

 

When considering exclusively age as a factor, researchers 

also focus on health-related issues, which include eyesight 

deterioration and coordination and motor skill issues 

(Vicente and Lopez, 2011), (Helsper and Reisdorf, 2011). 

Older users are less familiar with the technology, and their 

ability to adopt new technology depends on their 

willingness, computer self-efficacy, and dependence on 

prior knowledge. They have lower confidence in their 

own cognitive capabilities, often acting as a self-fulfilling 

prophecy when adopting new technologies (Yousafzai and 

Soriano, 2012). 
 
Urbanization: 
 
Internet access is cheaper and faster in urban areas in 

comparison to the countryside. Higher numbers of skilled 

and knowledgeable workers are available for support in 

case of technical issues (Vicente and Lopez, 2011). We 

identified that, while not of highest significance for the 

uptake of new technology, support with technical issues is 

a decisive factor for the elderly users. Education and 

language barriers: 

 

Vicente and Lopez, 2011 link language barriers to 

technology uptake. In Scotland, part of the older 

generation use Gaelic which has limited language support 

online. Breadth of usage, self-efficacy, experience and 

education are also factors (Helsper & Eynon, 2010).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1 Age- dependent attitude to technology. 
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4. Overcoming the divide 

 

 

Online banking offers advantages for users who live in 

the remote places, for example in areas, predominately 

populated by elderly people (in the UK one such example 

is the Scottish islands in the North). Most of the banks are 

now committed to promoting online service over the 

traditional methods as it beneficial. Banks, which operate 

exclusively online exist (see for example smile.co.uk or 

Monzo) and are expected to become more numerous. 
 

The concept of digital divide is also closely linked to the 
generation gap, and is influenced by factors such as 
education, income, social mobility (IBM, 2016). 
 
The Oxford internet survey identifies two types of users. 
The next generation, who use technology every day of 
their lives, and the first generation of users, which 
comprises of people who are unable to use the technology 
and internet services, and consists of a large proportion of 
retired and unemployed people. Figure 2 is adapted from 
the survey, and categorises 71% of retired people as first 
generation and only 29% as next generation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2 First versus next generation of users 

 
 

 
We aim to determine the possible reasons for rejection 
and disapproval of online banking among the elderly 
users, focusing on factors that can be influenced by NLP. 
We next consider are fear and usability. 
 
Fear of technology is excessive and disproportionate to 
the situation (Graham and Bronwyn, 2011). The Oxford 
Internet survey identified that 46% of the elderly 
participants strongly agreed they don’t use the technology 
as they are scared they might ‘break something’ and 68% 
suggested it was easier to cope without using the 
technology. 
 
We surveyed only people aged 65 and over, both genders 
were equally represented. We compared the users’ 
attitudes towards traditional banking, which is identified 
as the most popular among senior citizens (Yousafzai & 
Yani-de-Soriano, 2012) and online banking. 
 
 
 
88% of our respondents identified themselves as users of 
exclusively in-person banking. Telephone banking was 

not preferred option for any of our respondents. Online 
banking was taken up by 12%. The reasons for using in-
person banking by elderly users include the need for 
human interaction, the need to be sociable and the need to 
engage in an in-person communication to preserve 
cognitive functions. Our respondents identified the need to 
be sociable and to exchange as the most significant factor. 
 
None of our respondents identified themselves as users of 
telephone banking, indicating that the usefulness of this 
channel is potentially decreasing. Elderly users of online 
banking ranked highly also ease of use and safety as 
dominant determining factors. 
 

Advanced age, lower income, education and having no 
family support when using online banking have been 
identified as barrier factors for other user groups (Vicente 
and Lopez, 2011) , (Yousafzai & Yani-de-Soriano, 2012).  
 
 
 

 

13% 
 

Age   
  

16% 
32%  

Less Education   
   

   
No family    

   

 19%  member to 
   

 20%  help  

 
Figure 3. Factors affecting usability 
 
Factors, affecting usability as identified by our survey 
respondents are given in Figure 3. Predominantly, less 
experience with use of online banking was the most 
significant factor, with 32% of the respondents indicating 
it as the most significant reason for avoidance. « No 
family member to help « was given as a reason for 
avoidance by only 13% of the respondents, indicating that 
the need for independence when using online banking is 
strong and few of the people aged 65 and over relies on a 
younger relative to assist them. 
 
Not having the right experience is identified as the 
problem: 32% of the people identified themselves as not 
having the correct experience to carry out the online 
banking. This can be resolved by providing elderly users 
with access to computers, for example in community 
centres or local libraries and with the suitable training. 
17% of the participants identified online banking as 
‘confusing and complicated’ and 20% said age is factor 
for avoidance. The ‘customer relations lost’ were seen as a 
important factor among the elderly users, which resulted 
in them not favouring online banking. 

 

 

Our survey participants are all customers of main banks in 

Scotland. They identified experience; trust in online 

banking, and banking in general, usability of website, 

reliability of online banking and security issues to be 

dominant in their reluctance to join the growing number 

of online banking customers (see Figure 5, which details 

the most significant reasons for use of traditional 

banking). When customers can learn to trust the online 
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banking systems and will start to use it. Many elderly 

users feared the risk of losing their physical bank to an 

online bank, and as a result depriving them of valued 

human interaction. Factors, positively affecting usability 

identified by our survey respondents included cheaper 

broadband, training, easy accessibility, easy user interface 

and higher aware ness. A related question asked what the 

banks need to do in order to improve the online banking. 

Online security and trust was identified as essential, user 

friendly website in order to do their transactions and 

online banking. 

 

A cheaper broadband and computer facilities and training 

were identified as secondary, but significant factors. 
 

 

5. The role of NLP 
 

 

Elderly users identified the need for social interaction and 

assurance as decisive when using traditional banking. 

They indicated that online banking and digital media does 

not give them the same level of reassurance. One 

possibility to address this to providing customer 

reassurance by chatbots, which are become a ubiquitous 

component of the customer service. With the demand for 

phone banking declining, digital interactions is expected 

to be the preferred communication. Chatbots will enhance 

chat conversations by helping humans with micro-tasks 

and automatic replies, though it's unlikely that bots will 

replace humans entirely. Chatbots have been around since 

the 1966 and a currently used by, for example, Scottish 

Gas or online services such as Dell. Chatbots provide 

hybrid experience between human customer service 

agents and bots and provide a simulation to a human 

interaction. 
 

Simple tasks, such as information gathering, like asking a 
customer for their name and account number can be 
carried out by chatbots, but need to be adjusted with better 
natural language processing to address the specific needs 
of elderly customers. Using machine learning techniques, 
the chatbots are expected smarter over time (IBM, 2016). 
The unique needs of elderly users, including better voice 
recognition, clearer instructions, and better responsiveness 
will also need to be addressed. 
 
Small screens are another motor skill-related issue for the 
elderly. Reminders, sent by text messages tend to not be 
as effective for this reason. 
 
Initiatives to design chatbots, specifically for the elderly 
exist (Fomitchev, 2017). In online banking services, a 
chatbot can assist, for example with planning of payments, 
reminder of outstanding transaction. Chatbots search for 
relevant and information and presented in a suitable way, 
providing assistance when needed and can store 
communication history, which can serve as evidence of 
communication and transaction records. Routine 
communication with a chatbot and simple user interface 
can address if not all, at least some of the fear factors and 
be a simulation of a positive interaction.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Motives for using traditional banking 
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How to Make Troubleshooting Simpler? Assessing Differences in Perceived
Sentence Simplicity by Native and Non-native Speakers
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Abstract
Text Simplification (TS) aims to make texts more accessible to various readers by reducing reading time and/or by facilitating
understanding and access to the relevant information. In this study, we address two topics which are important for TS but have not
received much attention so far. First, we explore which types of syntactic simplification transformations make troubleshooting in IT
domain easier for both native and non-native English speakers. Second, we explore how the choice of TS evaluation strategy influences
final results. Our experiments show that grammaticality of a sentence influences the perceived simplicity by native and by non-native
speakers differently. We also find that a high inter-annotator agreement can be achieved only in the case of the relative assessment of the
sentence pairs in which one sentence is significantly simpler than the other one.

Keywords: evaluation, text simplification, sentence simplicity

1. Introduction
Text simplification (TS) has the goal of making texts more
accessible by reducing reading time and/or improving un-
derstanding of the information contained in them. So far,
TS systems have been proposed for many languages, e.g.
English (Carroll et al., 1999; Coster and Kauchak, 2011a;
Siddharthan and Angrosh, 2014; Štajner and Glavaš, 2017;
Nisioi et al., 2017), Spanish (Saggion et al., 2015; Štajner et
al., 2015b), Portuguese (Aluı́sio and Gasperin, 2010; Spe-
cia, 2010), Italian (Barlacchi and Tonelli, 2013), Basque
(Aranzabe et al., 2012). The proposed TS systems had var-
ious target populations in mind, e.g. children (Barlacchi and
Tonelli, 2013), people with low literacy levels (Aluı́sio and
Gasperin, 2010), non-native speakers (Paetzold and Specia,
2016b), and people with various cognitive or reading im-
pairments (Saggion et al., 2015; Rello et al., 2013; Orasan
et al., 2013). The majority of the proposed TS systems
focused on simplifying either news articles, or Wikipedia
articles, or both. The latest state-of-the-art TS systems (Ni-
sioi et al., 2017; Zhang and Lapata, 2017) use neural archi-
tectures and are trained on the English Wikipedia – Sim-
ple English Wikipedia (EW–SEW) TS datasets (Coster and
Kauchak, 2011b; Hwang et al., 2015). By being fully su-
pervised and trained on the EW–SEW TS dataset, they rep-
resent the ‘general’ TS systems which should make texts
more accessible to everyone.

1.1. Evaluation of TS systems
In spite of the recent increased interest in text simplifica-
tion, there are no common standards in evaluation of TS
systems. Ideally, TS systems should be evaluated at the
text level, by measuring reading time and understanding
by the final users. However, such an evaluation is time-
consuming, and in the case of vulnerable target popula-
tions, the access to the final users might be difficult. There-
fore, in practice, TS systems are usually evaluated at the
sentence level by native or non-native speakers, or a mix-
ture of both. This already raises some important issues, as

randomly-selected or crowdsourced evaluators might not be
good proxies for the target populations. Apart from that,
such human evaluations have varied from one study to an-
other with regards to the number of annotators, the type
of annotators (native vs. non-native), the type of evalua-
tion (absolute score vs. relative comparison), the evaluation
scale (0/1, 1–3, or 1–5), etc. (see Table 1 in Section 2),
which brings additional problems in comparing the perfor-
mances of TS systems from different studies.

1.2. Goals and Contributions
This work has two main goals. The first is to better under-
stand how different syntactic transformations and the gram-
maticality of a sentence influence the perceived sentence
simplicity by native and non-native English speakers. The
second goal is to explore how the type of annotators and
the type of evaluation influence final results and the inter-
annotator agreement (IAA). To achieve those goals, we ex-
plore the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does the grammaticality of a text snippet
influence its simplicity and whether this influence vary
depending on the type of evaluators (native vs. non-
native speakers) or not?

• RQ2: Is the absolute simplicity of a text snippet per-
ceived differently by native and by non-native speak-
ers?

• RQ3: Is there a difference in simplification gain af-
ter applying particular simplification operations on a
text snippet (i.e. its relative simplicity) depending on
whether it is evaluated by a native or by a non-native
speakers?

• RQ4: How does the type of evaluators (native vs.
non-native speakers) and the evaluation type (absolute
vs. relative simplicity) reflect on the inter-annotator
agreement?
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Study – Language
Simp.type

Readab. MTeval Cover.
Human evaluation of sentence/word simplicity

Synt. Lex. Native 1–5 1–3 0–1 Rel. #annot. #sent. mod.
(Specia, 2010) – PT + + − + − ? − + − − ? 20 +
(Yatskar et al., 2010) – EN − + − − + + − + − − 3 100* −
(Coster and Kauchak, 2011a) – EN + + − + − − − − − − − − −
(Wubben et al., 2012) – EN + + + + − − + − − − 46 20 +
(Glavaš and Štajner, 2013) – EN + − + − − − − + − − 3 70 ?
(Angrosh et al., 2014) – EN + + − − − ±? + − − − ? 50 +
(Saggion et al., 2015) – ES + + + − − + + + − − 25 48 +
(Baeza-Yates et al., 2015) – ES − + − − + + − − + − 3 200* +
(Štajner et al., 2015b) – ES + + − + − ± + − − + 13 20-40 +
(Glavaš and Štajner, 2015) – EN − + − − + − + − − + 2 80 −
(Paetzold and Specia, 2016b) – EN − + − − + − − − − − − − −
(Xu et al., 2016) – EN + + − + − ? − − − + 5 ? ?

Table 1: The types of evaluations used in various text simplification studies (‘*‘ signifies the number of examples/words
instead of the number of sentences; ‘?’ that the answer cannot be found in the paper; and ‘±?‘ that the evaluators are most
probably a mixture of native and non-native speakers).

To better place our work into the current TS literature and
clarify our research goals and contributions, we present the
most relevant related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we
describe the procedure for collecting the new dataset used
in this study. The next four sections (Sections 4–7) describe
the experimental setup and provide results and detailed dis-
cussions for each of the four research questions (RQ1–4)
separately. Section 8 summarises the most important re-
sults and discuss their potential impact on TS research.

2. Related Work
In this section, we present the most relevant related work
with regards to the automatic evaluation methods in TS
(Section 2.1), human evaluation procedures in TS (Sec-
tion 2.2), inter-annotator agreement (Section 2.3), and the
existing evaluation datasets (Section 2.4).

2.1. Automatic Evaluation in TS
The main way of evaluating text simplification (TS) sys-
tems, either manual or automated, is by human evaluation.
Some studies, however, additionally include an automatic
evaluation of TS systems, either by using readability for-
mulae (e.g. (Saggion et al., 2015; Drndarević et al., 2013;
Woodsend and Lapata, 2011)), or in the case of machine
translation (MT) based TS (e.g. (Specia, 2010; Xu et al.,
2016)), by using some of the automatic machine transla-
tion evaluation measures such as BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) or NIST score (Doddington, 2002). Although such
automatic evaluation measures allow for a greater number
of instances to be evaluated than by means of human eval-
uation, they still have a number of shortcomings. Read-
ability metrics are reliable only at the text level and not at
the sentence level (and are oblivalent to grammaticality and
meaning), while machine translation evaluation metrics, al-
though showing good correlation with some human judge-
ments (Wubben et al., 2012; Štajner et al., 2014; Xu et al.,
2016; Štajner et al., 2016), do not reward for TS-specific
transformations such as sentence shortening or strong para-
phrasing, and do not take into account the input sentences
(Štajner et al., 2015a; Xu et al., 2016; Štajner and Ni-
sioi, 2018). Additionally, the MT-evaluation metrics re-

quire ‘gold standard’ simplifications which are rarely avail-
able in TS.
The systems which only perform lexical simplification (no
syntactic simplification) are usually evaluated automati-
cally by the number of changes performed and the cover-
age of changes over a ‘gold standard’ dataset of complex
words for non-native speakers (Horn et al., 2014; Glavaš
and Štajner, 2015; Paetzold and Specia, 2016a; Paetzold
and Specia, 2016b). This type of evaluation is thus limited
to those particular test instances.

2.2. Human Evaluation in TS
The main and most reliable method for evaluating TS sys-
tems is still considered to be human evaluation. Although it
should ideally be performed at the text level and by the final
target users, given the time such evaluation would require
and difficulties to reach some of the target populations, hu-
man evaluation of TS systems is usually done only at the
sentence level, by either native or non-native speakers (or,
less often, a mixture of both). The annotators are asked
to rate the simplified sentences for their grammaticality,
meaning preservation, and simplicity, either on an absolute
scale or in a pairwise comparison. The problem is that dif-
ferent TS studies use different evaluation strategies and thus
it is not possible to compare their results. Table 1 presents
an overview of different types of evaluation strategies used
for assessing the simplicity of TS output so far. As can be
seen, human evaluation is sometimes performed in terms
of an absolute simplicity score on a 1–5 or 1–3 level scale,
sometimes as a 0–1 labeling (simpler/not simpler than the
original), and sometimes as a relative pairwise comparison
of the output of different systems or system configurations
(Rel.). The number of annotators (#annot.), and the num-
ber of sentences (#sent.) also vary, as well as whether the
evaluation is performed only on the sentences which under-
went some change (mod.) or a random subset of sentences
(including the unchanged ones).

2.3. Inter-Annotator Agreement
Although Yatskar et al. (2010) reported a better inter-
annotator agreement among native than among non-native
evaluators on a 1–5 level evaluation task, no other stud-
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Answer type Text
Original (O) Your payment received not and application submitted
Grammatical (G) Your payment was not received and the application was submitted.
Split (S) Your payment was not received. However, the application was submitted.
All (A) We did not receive your payment. But, we received your application.

Table 2: An example of the original answer (O), grammatically corrected answer (G), answer with split sentences (S), and
the answer with applied additional operations (A). Differences between the answers are shown in bold. The corresponding
question was: Was my payment received on time?

ies tried to further explore the influence of the annotators
type on the obtained evaluation results. The differences in
the obtained results could be particularly pronounced in the
case of relative comparisons, as the original sentence might
already be simple enough for native speakers and there-
fore, its further simplification would not be rewarded by
native annotators as much as by non-native annotators. An-
other problem could be that the original sentence might be
so complex for the non-native annotators that any of the
performed simplification transformations (usually very few
in automatic text simplification systems) could not make it
any simpler.
Furthermore, it has never been explored how much the
grammaticality of a sentence influences its perceived sim-
plicity. This might be an important factor, as the current
state-of-the-art TS systems still produce many ungrammat-
ical sentences. An output sentence which is rated as com-
plex might be rated that way for various reasons: (1) be-
cause it is ungrammatical (in spite of correctly applied lex-
ical or syntactic simplification operations); (2) because it
was left unchanged and the original sentence was already
complex; (3) because the simplification operations were
incorrectly applied and led to generating a more complex
sentence (which might be completely grammatical). Those
three cases could be differently rated by native and by
non-native annotators, as for example, the native evaluators
might penalize the ungrammaticality more severely, while
the non-native annotators might reward lexical and syntac-
tic simplicity regardless of the grammaticality.

2.4. Existing Datasets for TS Evaluation
The existing datasets with human evaluation scores (e.g.
those systems shown in Table 1) are not convenient for
assessing the influence of grammaticality and various sen-
tence simplification operations on the perceived simplicity
of a text snippet, as they do not control for one variable at
the time. The majority of those datasets only contain those
sentences which underwent at least one syntactic or lexi-
cal transformation, and such sentences are often ungram-
matical. By using such a dataset we would not be able to
know whether the change in simplicity score between the
original and automatically simplified (ungrammatical) sen-
tence comes from the fact that the grammaticality of the
sentence was damaged, or from the changes that were made
(and which kind of changes were made exactly), while all
those factors may play a role. Additionally, only one of
those datasets (Štajner et al., 2015b) contains the evaluation
scores assigned by both native and non-native speakers and
would thus allow for comparison of scores obtained by na-
tive vs. non-native evaluators. Yet again, that dataset does

not have a sufficient number of sentences to allow control-
ling for the grammaticality and the sentence transformation
type. To control for all those factors at the same time, we
create a new dataset described in the next section.

3. Data Collection
We collect questions and answers (Q&A) from an IT ser-
vice in a hospital in India and from the WMT 2016 shared
task for the IT domain.1 We opt for having a Q&A type of
dataset to have a larger context for better simplicity assess-
ment, and for testing the previously mentioned issues in a
real-world scenario, in which a reader is required to under-
stand the answer and find the necessary information. Out of
all Q&A from those two sources, we selected 30 (20 from
the first source and 10 from the second) which fulfilled the
following two conditions: (1) the answer was grammati-
cally incorrect (containing more than one grammatical er-
ror) and (2) the answer was sufficiently complex to allow
applying sentence splitting and at least one of the following
simplification operations (additional transformations):

• removing superfluous words

• conversion of passive to active voice

• disambiguation of meaning

• conversion to the canonical subject-verb-object form

As additional transformations we choose the most fre-
quently used operations in various guidelines for producing
easy-to-read texts (PlainLanguage, 2011; Mencap, 2002;
Freyhoff et al., 1998) and in rule-based text simplification
modules (Siddharthan and Angrosh, 2014; Saggion et al.,
2015). We do not focus on lexical simplification on pur-
pose, as LS systems are usually evaluated for their cover-
age on the existing, specially designed datasets (Horn et
al., 2014; Glavaš and Štajner, 2015; Paetzold and Specia,
2016a; Paetzold and Specia, 2016b). Instead, we focus on
the simplification operations which operate on a syntactic
or discourse level.
For each of the 30 answers, in addition to the original an-
swer (O), we produce three simplified versions: (1) the
grammatically corrected version (G); (2) the sentence-split
version (S) by performing sentence splitting on the gram-
matically corrected version as many times as possible to
satisfy the main rule of easy-to-read texts (keeping the sen-
tences as short as possible and covering only one main idea
per sentence); and (3) the (grammatically corrected) sen-
tence simplified by using sentence splitting and as many as

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt16/it-translation-task.html
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possible additional transformations (A). All three versions
were produced by a linguist, native English speaker, and
checked by another. Both editors were experienced in man-
ual text simplification. An example of the original sentence
(O), its manually corrected version (G), and the two manu-
ally simplified versions: after the sentence splitting (S) and
after performing additional simplification transformations
(A) is presented in Table 2.
The 30 Q&A were divided into two sets of 15 Q&A ran-
domly. Next, we ask 40 native and 40 non-native English
speakers to rate each of the four answers for the given 15
questions on a 1–5 Likert scale by saying how easy to un-
derstand was the answer (1→ very simple; 5→ very com-
plex). This way, each answer is evaluated by 20 native and
20 non-native English speakers, and each evaluator only
evaluates 15 answers. In this way, we follow the com-
mon TS evaluation practices of not giving more than 20
tasks/items to the evaluators in the case of crowdsourced
evaluation, to avoid the fatigue effect.
Different versions of the same answers were always shown
one after another in random order, always together with
their corresponding question. We opted for this way of pre-
senting answers, which allows for their direct comparison
and ranking, but we did not instruct the annotators to rank
them. Instead, we asked them to evaluate them indepen-
dently of each other. We chose this evaluation setup as it is
the most common way of evaluating TS systems.
The native English speakers were from the UK, USA, and
Australia. The non-native English speakers were from In-
dia and Germany. The English proficiency of non-native
speakers was not checked by any kind of qualification tests.
However, the language used at their workplace is English.
All 80 evaluators (40 native and 40 non-native English
speakers) are familiar with the IT support procedures, as
they all use computers in their daily tasks at work and have
contacted the IT support at least once before. We did not
collect any additional information about the evaluators (e.g.
gender, age, or name).

4. Influence of Grammaticality (RQ1)
To explore how the grammaticality of an answer influences
its perceived simplicity, we conduct two analyses.
First, we calculate the difference between the simplicity
score assigned to the grammatically corrected answer and
the one assigned to the original answer (where positive
number indicates higher simplicity of the grammatically
corrected version) for each answer and for each annotator (a
total of 30× 20 = 600 data points). The first row in Table 3
presents the average difference with standard deviation. We
find that grammaticality has a significantly (Mann-Whitney
U test in SPSS; p < 0.05) stronger influence on perceived
simplicity within the native speakers than within the non-
native speakers.
Second, we calculate the percentage of cases in which the
grammatically correct version (G) was rated as simpler than
the original (ungrammatical) version (O), and the percent-
age of cases in which both versions (O and G) were rated
as equally simple (the last two rows in Table 3).
The results indicate that the native speakers penalize the
simplicity score of ungrammatical sentences significantly

Measure Native Non-native
Average difference ± st.dev. 0.50 ± 1.07 0.39 ± 1.20
G simpler than O 44.50% 37.50%
G equally simple as O 43.60% 45.83%

Table 3: The average difference (with standard deviation)
between the simplicity score of the grammatically correct
answer (G) and the simplicity score of the original an-
swer (O), where positive values signify that the original an-
swer was perceived as more complex, and the percentage
of cases (out of 600) in which G was rated as simpler than
O, or as equally simple as O.

Type Native Non-native
Original 2.65 ± 1.12 2.66 ± 1.22
Grammatically correct 2.14 ± 0.99 2.27 ± 1.09
With splitting 1.95 ± 0.91 2.15 ± 1.10
With addition. transform. 1.82 ± 0.91 2.14 ± 1.20

Table 4: The mean value of the simplicity score (with stan-
dard deviation) for different variants of the answers (the
lower the score, the simpler the answer). Statistically sig-
nificant differences (Mann-Whitney U test in SPSS; p <
0.02 and p < 0.001, respectively) between the two groups
of evaluators (native and non-native) are presented in bold.

more than the non-native speakers do.

5. Absolute Simplicity (RQ2)
The influence of the annotators group (native vs. non-
native) on the perceived absolute simplicity of the answer
(before and after various modifications) is presented in Ta-
ble 4. Although both groups start from the similar average
simplicity scores for the original answers (2.65 and 2.66,
respectively), after the application of simplification trans-
formations (both sentence splitting and additional transfor-
mations), the native speakers perceive the simplified an-
swers significantly simpler than the non-native speakers do.
Additionally, we notice a lower standard deviation in the
scores within the native speakers. This indicates a greater
homogeneity within the native than within the non-native
annotators, which is in line with the findings of Yatskar et
al. (2010) and Yimam et al. (2017) on similar tasks.

6. Relative Simplicity (RQ3)
To investigate the influence of the annotators group (native
vs. non-native) on the results of the relative simplicity as-
sessment, for each of the 600 data points (30 Q&A × 20
annotators), we calculate the difference between the scores
obtained for two different versions of the same answer. The
mean values and standard deviations are presented in Ta-
ble 5, where positive score indicates that the second version
is simpler. To investigate whether there are significant dif-
ferences in simplicity scores assigned to the answer before
and after certain simplification/correction operation, within
the same group of annotators, we compare the scores us-
ing marginal homogeneity test for two related samples in
SPSS, following the methodology for the relative simplic-
ity assessment used by Štajner et al. (2015b).
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Comparing Native Non-native
Original−Grammatical *0.50 ± 1.07 *0.39 ± 1.20
Grammatical−Split *0.19 ± 1.01 *0.12 ± 1.07
Grammatical−Additional *0.32 ± 1.25 *0.13 ± 1.17
Original−Split *0.70 ± 1.20 *0.51 ± 1.31
Original−Additional *0.82 ± 1.32 *0.52 ± 1.37
Split−Additional *0.13 ± 1.12 0.01 ± 1.10

Table 5: The average change (with standard deviation) in
simplicity score between the two versions of the same an-
swer. Statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U test in
SPSS; p < 0.05) differences between the two groups of
evaluators are presented in bold. Statistically significant
(marginal homogeneity test for two repeated samples in
SPSS; p < 0.01) differences in simplicity scores between
the two versions of the same answer, within the same group
of annotators, are marked with an ‘*’.

For almost all relative comparisons, we find a signifi-
cant difference in the obtained simplicity gain between the
two groups of annotators. The differences are mostly in-
fluenced by the way the grammaticality and the applica-
tion of additional transformations change the score. Sen-
tence splitting seems to influence simplicity gain simi-
larly in both groups of annotators. The difference in sim-
plicity gain after applying sentence splitting and multiple
transformations on the grammatically corrected versions
(Grammatical−Additional) is almost three times more pro-
nounced within the native than the non-native annotators.
The results also indicate that the grammaticality of a sen-
tence has much stronger influence on the simplicity gain
than any simplification transformation. This calls for atten-
tion in current practices in text simplification evaluation.
As we saw earlier (Table 1), some studies evaluate only the
sentences which have been changed, while the others also
evaluate the unchanged sentences. Transformed sentences
are often ungrammatical, and according to our results, this
can influence the perceived simplicity more than any sim-
plification operation, thus blurring the TS evaluation re-
sults. Furthermore, the application of multiple transfor-
mations on the already short sentences (Split−Additional)
seems not to have much influence, on average, in any of the
two annotator groups.
The large standard deviations within the groups indicate a
high heterogeneity in perceived simplicity gain within both
groups, indicating the need for having a large number of an-
notators for a reliable evaluation of simplicity gain (relative
comparisons).

7. Inter-Annotator Agreement (RQ4)
In this set of experiments, we calculate the unweighted Co-
hen’s kappa (κ) as a measure of inter-annotator agreement
among each pair of annotators within the group of native
annotators, and within the group of non-native annotators
(a total of 190 pairs in each group).2 At the same time, we
control for the type of evaluation (absolute vs. relative), and

2Although the IAA can be calculated for multiple annotators,
in TS evaluation, it is a common practice to report the average
pairwise IAA calculated as the (un)weighted Cohen’s kappa.

κ range Original Gramm. Split Addit.
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 139 168 158 152
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 41 19 25 33
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 7 2 5 4
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 2 0 1 0
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 1 1 1 1

Table 6: The number of pairs of native annotators with the
IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of five score ranges, for
each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

κ range Original Gramm. Split Addit.
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 153 175 160 154
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 34 13 22 28
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 2 1 6 7
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 1 1 2 1
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 0 0 0 0

Table 7: The number of pairs of non-native annotators with
the IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of the five score ranges,
for each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

for the sentence type (or, in the case of the relative simplic-
ity evaluation, for the sentence pair type).

7.1. IAA in Absolute Evaluations
In the case of the absolute simplicity evaluation, each sen-
tence was marked with a 1–5 score. For each group (native
or non-native) of 190 annotator pairs, and for each of the
five IAA score ranges, we count the number of annotator
pairs with the IAA in that range (Tables 6 and 7).
The obtained results confirm the earlier findings that native
speakers have better IAA than non-native speakers (Yatskar
et al., 2010; Yimam et al., 2017). The most striking, how-
ever, is that in both annotator groups, over 73% of annotator
pairs (regardless of the annotators group and the sentence
type) have a very low IAA agreement (0 < κ ≤ 0.2).
Both annotator groups show similar trends in how sentence
type influences the IAA (see Figures 1 and 2). In both
cases, the lowest IAA is achieved for the grammatical sen-
tences and those that were split.

Figure 1: Distribution of the IAA scores depending on the
sentence type for the native annotators.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the IAA scores depending on the
sentence type for the non-native annotators.

κ range O>G O>S O>A G>S G>A S>A
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 133 118 23 128 125 149
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 40 49 0 40 49 21
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 14 18 40 17 12 18
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 1 3 70 4 1 0
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 2 2 57 1 3 2

Table 8: The number of pairs of native annotators with the
IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of the five score ranges, for
each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

7.2. IAA in Relative Evaluations
In the case of the relative evaluation of simplicity, the
annotators are asked to answer ’yes’/’no’ to the question
whether one sentence is simpler than the other. For each
group (native or non-native) of 190 annotator pairs, and
each of the five IAA score ranges, we count the number of
annotator pairs with the IAA in that range (Tables 8 and 9).
As expected, the IAA is better for the relative evaluations
than for the absolute evaluations within both groups of an-
notators. We found significantly higher number of annota-
tor pairs with the κ between 0.4 and 0.6 in the relative eval-
uations than in the absolute evaluations. The most striking
is, however, that only the relative evaluations that compare
the original sentences with the fully simplified sentences
(O>A) achieve a very high number of good IAA scores,
within both annotator groups (with better inter-annotator
agreements within the native than within the non-native an-
notators).
These results call for caution in current TS evaluation meth-
ods, where human evaluations are either crowdsourced or

κ range O>G O>S O>A G>S G>A S>A
0 < κ ≤ 0.2 120 142 59 141 152 148
0.2 < κ ≤ 0.4 66 43 6 43 34 40
0.4 < κ ≤ 0.6 4 5 40 5 4 2
0.6 < κ ≤ 0.8 0 0 54 1 0 0
0.8 < κ ≤ 1.0 0 0 31 0 0 0

Table 9: The number of pairs of non-native annotators with
the IAA scores (Cohen’s κ) in each of five score ranges, for
each of the four types of sentences (or text snippets).

where the IAA is not checked (those studies that use very
few annotators usually have more experienced and well
trained annotators, with a high IAA reported).
Additionally, these results show that we can have reli-
able relative comparisons of simplicity only in those cases
where the differences between the two sentences are obvi-
ous (as in the case of the original sentence being compared
with the fully simplified sentence).

8. Conclusions

In this study, we explored the differences in how native
and non-native speakers perceive sentence simplicity, aim-
ing for better understanding of their simplification needs
and for better understanding how the choice of evaluators
(native or non-native speakers) can influence the results of
simplicity assessment. To do so, we built a new dataset
with human evaluation of simplicity of text snippets, care-
fully controlling for various factors that could influence the
perceived simplicity.
We found that native and non-native annotators differently
reward both grammaticality and various simplification op-
erations in their simplicity scores, and that grammatical-
ity influences simplicity score more than any other (non-
lexical) simplification transformation. These results imply
that we should be cautions when mixing native and non-
native annotators in TS evaluation, or when we use native
annotators for evaluating the simplicity of the sentences
simplified for non-native speakers, and vice versa.
The presented results also show that native and non-native
speakers have different needs for a better understanding of
the instructions in the IT troubleshooting domain. Gram-
matical correctness of the sentences influences the per-
ceived simplicity of the sentences more in native than in
non-native speakers. After the sentences have been split,
additional simplification operations (removing superfluous
words, conversion of passive to active voice, disambigua-
tion of meaning, and conversion to the canonical subject-
verb-object form) only improves the simplicity for native
speakers.
We further found that inter-annotator agreements measured
as the Cohen’s kappa (κ) are, in most cases, very low for
the majority of annotator pairs, regardless of the annota-
tors group (native vs. non-native) and the type of evaluation
performed (absolute evaluation of sentences on a 1–5 level
scale vs. relative evaluation with a ’yes’/’no’ answer to the
question whether one sentence is simpler than the other).
The only reliable results (in terms of the Cohen’s kappa)
seem to be those for the relative comparison of the original
and fully simplified sentences.
These results call for special caution in TS evaluation,
showing that crowdsourced evaluation without checking
the inter-annotator agreements can result in misleading re-
sults. They also show that the currently used absolute eval-
uation on a 1–5 Likert scale might not be suitable for the
sentence simplicity assessment, as it leads to high differ-
ences in scores across annotators even if they all belong to
the same annotators group (native or non-native).
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Abstract
Languages are disappearing at an alarming rate, linguistics rights of speakers of most of the 7000 languages are under risk. ICT play a
key role for the preservation of endangered languages; as ultimate use of ICT, natural language processing must be highlighted since
in this century the lack of such support hampers literacy acquisition as well as prevents the use of Internet and any electronic means.
The first step is the building of resources for processing, therefore we introduce the first speech corpus of Southern Quechua, Siminchik,
suitable for training and evaluating speech recognition systems. The corpus consists of 97 hours of spontaneous conversations recorded
in radio programs in the Southern regions of Peru. The annotation task was carried out by native speakers from those regions using the
unified written convention. We present initial experiments on speech recognition and language modeling and explain the challenges
inherent to the nature and current status of this ancestral language.

Keywords: Quechua, endangered languages, corpus, speech recognition

1. Introduction
Peru is a multicultural country, not by modern immigration
like USA or Europe but due the presence of many native
first nations making a total of 10% of the population; the
bulk of remainder has the same roots that these first nations
but they lost ethnic identification decades or even centuries
ago. First nations are speakers of 47 languages still alive
but under risk of extinction.
Linguistic research of Peruvian native languages has
achieved the creation of official standard alphabets of thirty
five of these languages (Cáceres et al., 2016). Unfor-
tunately, there is insufficient private and public funding
to help increase, maintain and disseminate that knowl-
edge. As a result, Peruvian native languages, amongst
which Quechua is included, present scarce written footprint
and even today they are predominantly orally transmitted.
Even worse, the amount of digital content in Peruvian lan-
guages is extremely low, all of them are considered under-
resourced, that means they meet one or more of the follow-
ing characteristics:

1. they lack a unique writing system or an established
grammar

2. they lack significant presence on Internet

3. they lack a critical mass of expert linguists

4. they lack electronic resources: monolingual corpora,
bilingual electronic dictionaries, databases of tran-
scribed speeches, pronunciation dictionaries or lexica.

Beyond linguistics, computational portability involves cre-
ating scalable language technology. However, language
processing technologies require large datasets of joined and
aligned text and speech, and parallel corpus. We can con-
clude that increasing the size of these kinds of corpora is
an unavoidable task, despite the operational difficulties in
doing so due to the lack of public funding.
In this paper, we present an initial effort to address com-
putational portability for the Quechua family of languages.

This way, we hope to boost the development of the com-
plete set of software tools for this endangered language and
finally to contribute to its revitalization.
Our main contribution is twofold:

• We present a 97 hour long speech corpus con-
taining audio recordings of spontaneous conversa-
tions recorded in radio programs, for the two most
widely spoken Quechua languages in Peru QUECHUA
CHANCA and QUECHUA COLLAO.

• We perform experiments in traditional (acoustic-
based) speech recognition and language modeling for
this dataset.

2. Linguistics rights of Peruvian first nations
First nations have managed to survive colonial and post-
colonial repression but are facing constant pressure from
the side of the monolingual Spanish-speaking Peruvian so-
ciety that drives them towards the abandonment of their an-
cestral languages.
A situation that is much less effectively addressed by pro-
grams for endangered languages is the case of historically
important languages with large numbers of speakers but un-
clear official status, as Quechua. Such languages are lo-
cated in regions where, for many centuries, their speakers
have occupied an inferior socioeconomic position in trade
with speakers of dominant languages; exposed to a strong
economic dependence on the use of the dominant language,
their feeling of pride of belonging to a language community
has been hurt and now they are much more difficult to sup-
port than small speaker communities with a high degree of
internal cohesion. Most of these languages are subject to
a dramatic language shift that threatens to interrupt their
transmission to future generations.(Adelaar, 2014).
The root of the problem is a ”structural inequality”, the
legacy of colonialism is the inequality due to ethnicity. In
South America, colonialism ended two hundred years ago
but its consequences are still felt. In the last fifty years,
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the Peruvian State issued laws to make compulsory the
teaching of languages Quechua and Aymara and to declare
Quechua as official language at national level (but later it
was restricted just to the regional level). None of these laws
really has been put into practice.
Issuance of laws is not enough if these are not enforced. All
these good initiatives clashed with reality, a State apparatus
neither convinced nor prepared. In spite of existing laws,
in practice the State still ignores the multiculturalism and
behaves as a monoculture and monolingual organization.
Since this wrong paradigm is still in force, the State has
not invested enough to build the linguistics skills to serve
everyone equally. The consequences of this are the lack
of promotion, discrimination and finally the isolation that
leads to extinction of our native languages.
Top down decisions are essential but also is needed bottom
up action from the grassroots. Our initiative is to change
the wrong paradigm, to arouse national pride for our native
roots, and to do so on three fronts:

1. demonstrate that our languages can be used in the
modern technological world just like well established
languages

2. demonstrate that our languages can carry contempo-
rary culture and entertainment

3. demonstrate that our languages bring economic value
to the nation, which justifies its preservation beyond
the rights.

Nowadays social media should be accessible to everyone.
People who are in some respect and/or to some extent func-
tionally illiterate in a specific language are currently ex-
cluded from properly using these media. However, until
now the high valuation of social media and any kind of ICT
tool has reinforced the vicious circle of diglossia and even
worse, created ”cyberglossia”. We expect turning the vi-
cious circle into a virtuous circle by developing the three
fronts mentioned, generating horizontal attitudes and prac-
tices towards all languages and reinforcing the potentialities
and opportunities offered by technology related to endan-
gered languages.
Quechua language is our first target. As said before, the ba-
sic standarization of this language is already done, the next
steps to be undertaken are the building of corpus and the
development of a lexical database and a spelling checker.
In this paper we face the first of those challenges.

3. Background and Related Work
Even though there does not exist any Quechua speech
dataset, to the best of our knowledge, various groups in
Latin America and abroad have been working on Quechua
language technology for the last few years. The Instituto de
Lengua y Literatura Andina Amazónica (ILLA)1 has been
working on the construction of electronic dictionaries for
Quechua, Aymara and Guaranı́; the group Hinantin2 at the
Universidad Nacional San Antonio Abad del Cusco (UN-
SAAC) has produced a text-to-speech system for Cusco

1http://www.illa-a.org/wp/
2http://hinant.in

Quechua, a Quechua spell checker plug-in for LibreOffice
(Rios, 2011) and a morphological analyzer for Ashaninka,
an aboriginal language whose population is scattered across
the Amazonian rainforest in Peru and Brazil.
Rios (Rios, 2016) describes a language technology toolkit
that includes several things worth mentioning, such as the
first morphological analyzer for Quechua, a hybrid machine
translation in the direction Spanish-Quechua, and the first
Quechua dependency treebank.
The AVENUE-Mapudungun project developed a machine
translation system for Quechua and Mapudungun (Mon-
son et al., 2006), and included textual and speech corpora.
However, the speech dataset was only collected for Ma-
pudungun. Resources and code can still be found in the
website of the project Human Language Technology and
the Democratization of information.3

4. The Quechua Language Familiy
Quechua is a family of languages spoken in South America
with around 10 million speakers, not only in the Andean
regions but also along the valleys and plains connecting the
Amazonian Forest to the Pacific Ocean coastline.
Quechua languages are considered highly agglutinative
with sentence structure subject-object-verb (SOV) and
mostly post-positional. Table 1 contains an example of
standard Quechua.

Quechua Qichwa siminchik kan
Qichwa simi-nchik ka-n

Lit. trans. Quechua mouth-ours is
Translation Quechua is our language.

Table 1: Sentence example of standard QUECHUA
CHANCA

Even though the classification of Quechua languages re-
mains open to research (Heggarty et al., 2005; Landerman,
1992), recent work in language technology for Quechua
(Rios, 2016; Rios and Mamani, 2014) have adopted the
categorization system described by Torero (Torero, 1964).
This categorization divides the Quechua languages into two
main branches, QI and QII. Branch QI corresponds to the
dialects spoken in central Peru. QII is further divided in
three branches, QIIA, QIIB and QIIC. QIIA groups the
dialects spoken in Northern Peru, while QIIB the ones in
Ecuador and Colombia. In this paper, we focus in the QIIC
dialects, which correspond to the ones spoken in Southern
Peru, Bolivia and Argentina. Mutual intelligibility between
speakers of QI and QII dialects is not always given. How-
ever, QII dialects are close enough to allow mutual intelli-
gibility (see Figure 1)
Siminchik gathers audio and text of two dialects from
Southern Peru. The first one, QUECHUA CHANCA, is
mainly spoken in Ayacucho and surrounding departments
of Peru. The second one, QUECHUA COLLAO, is spoken
in the departments of Cusco and Puno, and some Northern

3https://code.google.com/archive/p/hltdi-
l3/wikis/AvenueQuechuaCorpus.wiki
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Figure 1: The four branches of Quechua language

regions of Bolivia. The main difference between these di-
alects is the occurrence of glottalized and aspirated stops in
QUECHUA COLLAO, a phonetic distinction that QUECHUA
CHANCA lacks.

4.1. Normalization for Dialect Variation
While the semantic meaning and function of most of the
130 recognized morpheme units are shared by all languages
in the family, the final forms (spoken and written) differs.
In an effort to create a unified standard for written language,
several standards were proposed, most notably the ones
proposed by Profesor Cerron-Palomino (Cerrón-Palomino,
1994) and by the Academy of Cusco Quechua. In 1985,
Ministry of Education of Peru issued the order 1218-85-
ED setting the official alphabet of Quechua (and also of
Aymara) which is still in force and this is the normalization
system we reference as standard as well in the rest of this
paper.
The standard proposed by the Academy of Cusco Quechua
exclusively for QUECHUA COLLAO, presents a five-vowel
system. Despite the fact this standard was rejected by the
Ministry of Education and by linguists, because of the lack
of formal and extensive study, Academy of Cusco Quechua
keeps spreading its ideology (Coronel-Molina, 2007) caus-
ing interference in the dissemination of official standard.
It’s worth to say that Cerron-Palomino’s standardized or-
thography was adopted by the Bolivian government with
only one change: the glottal fricative consonant is written
as j instead of h.

4.2. Phonemic Inventory
QUECHUA CHANCA has a total of 15 consonants, most of
them voiceless, as shown in Table 2. As in Spanish, the
phoneme [tS

<
] is written as ch, [ñ] as ñ , and [L] as ll.

QUECHUA COLLAO also has a glottal and an aspirated ver-
sion of each plosive consonant, leading to a total of 25 con-
sonants. However, the use of voiced consonants present in
the Spanish phonemic inventory is common due to the large
number of borrowings present in all dialects.
Both quechua dialects present only the vowels a [æ], i [I]
and u [U], although in proximity of /q/, they are pronounced
as [A], [E] and [O], respectively. The online database OM-

Bil Alv Pal Vel Uvu Glo
Plosive p t tS

<
k q

Nasal m n ñ
Fricative s h
Lat. Approx. l L
Approximant ô
Semi-consonants w y

Table 2: Consonants in the phonemic inventory of
QUECHUA CHANCA (IPA)

NIGLOT has entries for both the Chanca 4 and the Collao
standard 5.

5. Siminchik Speech Corpus
The collection and curation of SIMINCHIK (Quechua word
for “our language”) speech corpus is part of a much bigger
initiative that seeks to digitally preserve ancestral Quechua
and revitalize it for daily use by current and future gen-
erations. Such a colossal enterprise requires thousands of
hours of quality audio from every dialect along with their
transcriptions.

5.1. Crowd-Sourcing Transcription Annotation
In our effort to construct an audio corpus and a correspond-
ing transcribed text corpus, we first began collecting audio
recorded from radio programs. These included QUECHUA
CHANKA from Ayacucho, Apurimac and QUECHUA COL-
LAO from Cusco, Puno.
The initial collection comprised of hundreds of raw audio
hours that contained spot advertisements, music and Span-
ish speech. To separate speech from music we employed
a voice detector using pyAudioAnalysis (Giannakopoulos,
2015). The audio was converted to mono channel, resam-
pled at 16 kHz, encoding with 16 bits precision and saved in
the WAV format. In preliminary experiments, it was found
that radio locutors speak fast enough for the voice detector
to not be able to locate pauses between sentences. Hence,
we opted for splitting any audio detected as voice in seg-
ments no longer than 30 seconds each. The main reason
for this was to avoid dealing with long sequences, as it is
known that sequence models’ performance decay rapidly
with the length of the sequence. This resulted in words
quite possibly being truncated at the beginning and at the
end of the segment.
Given the large amount of data, we crowdsourced the task
of annotating orthographic transcriptions for each audio
segment. We built a specialized website for this purpose 6

and called for native speakers of both dialects to voluntarily
participate. Each audio clip was annotated by exactly two
annotators. The number of annotators reached and tran-
scribed hours are presented in Table 3.
The website addressed the accuracy limitations of the voice
detector by allowing the users to mark a given audio as con-
taining only Spanish speech, only music, Quechua speech

4 https://www.omniglot.com/writing/ayacuchoquechua.htm
5https://www.omniglot.com/writing/quechua.htm
6https://siminchikkunarayku.pe/corpus/transcribir
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Female Male
Quechua
Chanca

Quechua
Collao

Quechua
Chanca

Quechua
Collao

# annotators 160 63 153 56
# transcribed hours 58.28 12.95 17.74 8.03

Table 3: Details of volunteer annotators

(possibly with non-loud music in the background) or en-
tirely unintelligible. The interface also includes the option
to indicate in which second the transcription begins and
ends. This is in order to make up for a potentially truncated
initial or final word because of the audio’s hard splitting.
The statistics of the speech corpus are presented in Table 4.
A total of 97 hours have been transcribed so far.

5.2. Text Corpus

Although the collected speech data was sufficient for acous-
tic modeling, it was insufficient for n-gram estimation.
Hence, we gathered text corpora from legal documents,
such as the Peruvian Constitution and the Declaration of
Human Rights; as well as Andean tales for children pre-
pared by the Ministry of Education of Peru, and the New
Testament of the Bible. The text is normalized for further
downstream usage using (Rios, 2016)’ normalizer.
The statistics of the final text corpus are shown in Table 5.
For our language modeling experiments, this corpus was
split into three corpora for training, evaluation (validation)
and testing, in an 80/10/10 ratio.

5.3. Preprocessing and Normalization of
Transcriptions

Besides standard preprocessing for speech recognition,
such as punctuation removal and case normalization, spe-
cial care had to be taken for the normalization of interjec-
tions, those common to all dialects and those rooted in the
culture of the community of the speaker. For this purpose
we created a dictionary of said interjections (e.g. mamay,
ayy, mmm, ahaa) and crafted regular expressions in order to
map each orthographic variation to a fixed word form. An-
notators were encouraged to use the Spanish writing system
for proper names, since almost all of these are loan words
from the Spanish language.
After cleaning the text, it was necessary to normalize di-
alectal variations to the standard written format. We used
the morphological analyzer and normalizer developed by
(Rios, 2016), which normalizes to the CHANCA standard.
However, spelling error still remained unchanged, since an-
notators were not provided a spell checker in the web tool.
We dealt with this by using a language model to score the
two transcriptions of each audio segment and choosing the
most probable one. By doing this, we keep only the less
noisy transcription for each audio segment. This language
model was trained over the normalized corpus presented in
section 5.2.. Section 6.2. presents details of the design and
experimental results of this model. Then, we manually cu-
rated all remaining transcriptions.

6. Experiments
In this section we analyze the quality of our speech cor-
pus by conducting acoustic and language modeling experi-
ments.

6.1. Acoustic Modeling
The acoustic model for SIMINCHIK was built using the Hid-
den Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) (Young et al., 2002) be-
cause it has a better performance in dynamic decoder (dic-
tionary, language model and acoustic model) (Ganesh and
Sahu, 2015) and phonetic segmentation with a tolerance re-
gion less than 30ms (Matoušek and Klı́ma, 2017).
We sub-sampled the dataset, obtained 8 hours of training
and 2 hours of testing data for a total of 16,340 instances.
The training set includes audio with 9 speakers (3 male and
6 female), while the test set includes two (one male and
one female). We work just with 10 out of a total of 97
hours of audio because only this 10 hours were speech-text
aligned at word level, as required to run the experiment; the
87 hours left were aligned at sentence level.
Each utterance was split into Hamming windows of 25ms
with an offset of 10ms. Acoustic parameters were 39
MFCCs with 12 Mel cepstrum plus log energy and their
delta (first order derivative) and acceleration (second order
derivative) coefficients.
Our monophone models consist of 5-state HMMs in which
the first and last state are non-emitting states. The proto-
type model were initialized using HCompV which allows
for a fast and precise convergence of the training algorithm.
Next, HMM parameters were re-estimated 5 times using the
HERest and HHEd which computes the optimum values of
HMM parameters using gaussian mixtures. These param-
eters were re-estimated repeatedly using the training data
until re-estimation converged.
The experiment follow the procedures mentioned in (Odri-
ozola et al., 2014; Dua et al., 2012).
Table 6 shows promising results for word level accuracy
and word error rate, obtaining averages of 82.8% and
17.2%, respectively.

6.2. Language Modeling
Given the high presence of rare words in morphologically
rich languages such as Quechua, we use a singleton pruning
rate κ of 0.05 as proposed by (Botha, 2015), in order to
randomly replace only a fraction κ of words occurring only
once in the training data with a global UNK symbol.
We built a 5-gram interpolated Modified Kneser-Ney model
at the word level, obtaining a perplexity of 298.79. A vo-
cabulary intersection analysis further revealed a 63.46% in-
tersection between the validation set’s and training set’s vo-
cabulary. This rather high value of perplexity and low vo-
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Total Training Validation Test
Words 448,919 404,625 22,526 21,768
Vocabulary 89,767 83,258 9,538 9,433
Length 97.5h 88h 4.8h 4.7h

Table 4: Statistics of the Quechua dataset.

Total Training Validation Test
Words 1’211,936 1’011,335 103,478 97,123
Vocabulary 174,151 155,655 30,776 29,024
Sentences 70,790 57,735 6,300 6,755

Table 5: Text corpus statistics

cabulary intersection reveal the morphological richness of
this family of languages. A more thorough inspection of the
vocabulary showed that 64.42% of words have a frequency
of one.

Speaker # utterances WACC WER
S1 1,509 83.2 16.8
S2 3,000 82.2 17.8
Total 4,509 82.8 17.2

Table 6: Acoustic model results for two speakers (one male
and one female) in per-word accuracy (WACC) and word
error rate (WER)

7. Conclusions & Further Work
Driven by social and attitudinal factors deeply rooted in his-
tory, massive language shift of endangered languages with
millions of speakers is difficult to reverse, and it requires
more complex techniques than language maintenance and
revitalization in small language communities.
By the fact that Quechua official spelling hasn’t been well
disseminated, Quechua speakers are to some extent func-
tionally illiterate in their own language. Our approach will
in the end enable them to use spoken input, that will be
converted automatically in standard written format.
As first step of that medium-term goal, we have collected
and curated raw audio from radio shows to build the first
dataset of Quechua speech: SIMINCHIK. It consists of 97
hours of spontaneous Quechua speech and the correspond-
ing transcribed text for the Chanca and Collao, dialects
from the southern regions of Peru.
We present initial ASR experiments using a HMM acous-
tic model, yielding a promising word error rate of 17.2%.
The highly agglutinative nature of the language is challeng-
ing for word form based tasks, such as n-gram language
modeling, POS tagging, speech recognition, among others.
Similar challenges can be found in ASR systems for typo-
logically similar languages such as Turkish (Carki et al.,
2000) and Basque (Odriozola et al., 2014).
We are currently introducing neural networks instead a
HMM acoustic model. The new model is to reproduce
the work of (Graves and Jaitly, 2014) including extensions

made by (Amodei et al., 2016), that means to introduce neu-
ral networks in each stage of the process.
Further work on ASR of Quechua language will proceed in
use Knowledge Transfer described by (Zhao et al., 2014) to
build a model capable of learning several languages, in this
case Basque and Quechua.
Finally, this research is a part of Siminchikkunarayku 7

initiative which vision is that the future of the languages of
America depends upon the conservation of the native lan-
guages, but also upon the polyglotism of the citizens. Sim-
inchikkunarayku follows two orientations:

1. ”language as a right” views minority languages as a
right to which their speakers are entitled. Following
this, preservation of Quechua is an identity reinforce-
ment and recognition of that population.

2. ”language as a resource” sees the minority languages
as potential economical resources for the whole na-
tion. A lot of research must be done to make visible
the profitability of preservation.
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